“Cleared for the Approach” vs “Crossing Restrictions”
The meaning of “Cleared for the Approach” is possibly the most mis-understood and misused term in General Aviation,
by both pilots and controllers. Regrettably, this ambiguity resulted in the deaths of 92 people on board TWA Flight 514
which prompted the NTSB report (below) that clarified this issue, which was confirmed by AOPA (below).
Many pilots and controllers mistakenly believe that this statement authorizes the pilot to begin their descent.
Such was exactly the misconception that killed all aboard TWA Flight 514

Simply put:
( A ) Pilots are NOT authorized to leave their currently assigned altitude unless/until authorized to do so by ATC.
( B ) “Cleared for the Approach” only authorizes a change in altitude when the aircraft is ON A PUBLISHED SECTION OF
THE APPROACH (e.g., the dark line of the charts, or the areas specified on the charts such as 10-15 nm of a fix for
a procedure turn on an ILS Approaches, or the TAA sometimes listed for GPS Approaches)
(C) But “Cross (WPT) at or above …” does give implicit authorization to descend at pilot’s discretion.
The FAR clearly states you can only descend at pilot’s discretion when “Cleared for the Approach”
“when on a published section of the Approach”
not
The moment the Controller issues the clearance
Related however is the “Crossing Restriction” phrase
“Cross (IF or other reference point) at or above X-thousand feet”
Which IS an implicit authorization to descend.
E.g.:
“N78HF you are cleared for the RNAV 16 Approach at HIGUH.
Cross HIGUH at or above 3,000’”
The FIRST sentence by itself does NOT authorize N78HF to make any altitude change.
The SECOND sentence does implicitly authorize N78HF to descend at pilot’s discretion to 3,000’ enroute to HIGUH

On the following pages are:


Wikipedia recap of the NTSB report of TWA Flight 514
o Wikipedia is not in and of itself a reliable source, but it efficiently recaps and cites the NTSB report,
saving us the trouble of reading through all of the extensive NTSB pages



AOPA website article that confirms the summary in the Wikipedia recap of the NTSB report



Excerpt from FAA Instrument Flying Handbook regarding Crossing Retrictions, with a commentary by Tom
Turner, the Executive Director of the American Bonanza Safety Foundation.

“Cleared for the Approach” vs “Crossing Restrictions”
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/TWA_Flight_514

“Cleared for the Approach” vs “Crossing Restrictions”
http://www.aopa.org/News-and-Video/All-News/1998/June/1/Landmark-Accidents-Cleared-for-the-Approach

“Cleared for the Approach” vs “Crossing Restrictions”
From Tom Turner:
“Pilot’s discretion” is common where there’s comparatively little traffic and the controller does not
want to have to tell you precisely when to descend. You can leave your
assigned altitude at any time, and level off at any intermediate altitude,
but you cannot climb once you have begun the descent.

“Cleared for the approach” means to maintain your cleared altitude
until you are on a published segment of the approach, and then
(without further direction from ATC) to descend as directed on the
procedure. It does not include “expected” altitudes on transitions or feeder routes. This only applies to
portions of the approach depicted by thick black lines, not thin lines.

Crossing restrictions: It’s your job to determine when to begin a descent, and at what rate to
descend, to arrive at the crossing altitude at or before the fix.

From the FAA Handbook:
A descent clearance may also include a segment where the descent is at the
pilots’ discretion—such as “cross the Joliet VOR at or above 12,000, descend
and maintain 5,000.”
This clearance authorizes pilots to descend from their current altitude
whenever they choose, as long as they cross the Joliet VOR at or above
12,000 feet MSL. After that, they are expected to descend at a normal rate
until they reach the assigned altitude of 5,000 feet MSL.

Check out the Instrument Flying Handbook Chapter 3.
https://www.faa.gov/regulations_policies/handbooks_manuals/aviation/instrument_procedures_handb
ook/media/Chapter_3.pdf, beginning on page 3-8, “Descending from En Route Altitude.”
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